Interior Construction And Detailing For Designers And Architects
Synopsis

This widely used book is a timesaving reference for design professionals working in either commercial or residential construction. Interior Construction and Detailing also serves as a comprehensive resource on materials, finishes, construction assemblies, mechanical and electrical systems, building codes, and planning standards. Hundreds of figures and tables illustrate the text. The second edition has been updated with current information on the International Building Code and more information on structural coordination and environmental issues.
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Customer Reviews

This book should be on the shelves of every interior designer- it’s so thorough that it’s a little cumbersome at first. It should be used as a reference book, it gives chapter-by-chapter explanations on the specifics for the construction and application of windows, casegoods, partitions, etc. If there is ever any doubt in a designers mind as to how exactly something is constructed or works when it comes to the specifics of interior design, this book’s for you.

Has lots of tables and charts, and is adequately explained. The author also writes study guides for standardized architecture tests, and that pretty much sums up the style: no opinions, just facts. Very thorough though. Personally I don’t need a whole chapter on locks, but I suppose there are those who do. Presentation and graphics are a bit low-rent for an architecture book.
Even though I ordered this book years ago, I remember receiving it just as expected! The delivery time was quick and the book was in perfect condition!

Must have reference book for students. I think it's been updated but this version is excellent also.

A very good manual for both construction and interior designer as a reference book!
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